
ETHNIC DISCRIMINATION 

ON AN ONLINE MARKETPLACE OF 

VACATION RENTALS
While ethnic discrimination is a pervasive phenomenon in most markets and most countries, understanding

which mechanisms are at work is necessary to design efficient policies. In their recent reviews, Charles and

Guryan (2011) and Lang and Lehmann (2012) stress that uncovering discrimination mechanisms is crucial and

that empirical attempts are rare and not conclusive. This project takes advantage of the features of a major

online marketplace for short-term rentals to measure the share of statistical discrimination in the ethnic price

gap which prevails on that market. The data used for this project is taken from an online marketplace of

vacation rentals collected in 19 major cities in North America and Europe to measure discrimination against

ethnic minority hosts.
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Two Sources of Discrimination

Some underlying theoretical backgrounds are crucial

to understand the practice of discriminatory behaviors

towards certain demographic groups. In one side, it is

a taste-based discrimination which stems from the

existence of racial preferences or an aversion towards

cross-racial interaction (Becker, 1957). While in the

other side, statistical discrimination is the result of

imperfect information and ethnic differences in the

mean or the variance of unobservable characteristics

(Phelps, 1972; Arrow, 1973; Aigner and Cain, 1977).

The most direct approach to distinguish statistical

discrimination from other mechanisms is to measure

how the ethnic gaps vary with the amount of

information on the market (Farber and Gibbons, 1996;

Altonji and Pierret, 2001). Primary Results:

• Hosts belonging to an ethnic minority charge 15.5% less than

majority.

• Controlling for a rich set of characteristics reduces the ethnic

price gap to 3.3%.

• The set of observable characteristics about the property

(including its precise location) is rich and explains more than

67% of the variance of the prices.

Identification Strategy

• Departing from Farber and Gibbon’s (1996)

learning model and Altonji and Pierret (2001), this

studies try to distinguish the two sources of

discrimination: (1). taste based and (2). statistical

discrimination.

• This study relies on a simple conceptual framework

where properties' quality is partly unobservable.

When a property has no review, potential guests

can only infer unobservable quality using hosts'

ethnicity. When a property has reviews, potential

guests aggregate the content of reviews and

ethnicity to form the best possible guess about the

property's observable quality.

• In case of statistical discrimination, the price gap

should decrease with the number of reviews and

tend to zero, conditional on observables and on the

measure of quality provided by reviews. If the price

gap is due to taste-based discrimination or to ethnic

differentials in variables that are not observable to

the econometrician but observable to potential

guests, the price gap should remain stable with the

number of reviews.

Data

• It includes daily prices, hosts' and apartments'

characteristics, as well as associated reviews.

• It contains 400,000 properties, corresponding to

apartments to rent in 19 cities in North America and

Europe.

• Two ethnic groups: African-Americans (in

US/Canada) & Arabic/Sub-Saharan Africans

• 20 waves of data collected between June 2014 and

July 2015 form an unbalanced panel of 3,500,000

observations.

Ethnic price gap for Several Segments

of the Number of Reviews

Scientific Contributions

• Identifying the underlying mechanisms of ethnic

price discrimination on a short term online vacation

rentals.

• Provide an empirical test of Altonji and Pierret

(2001) through the exploitation of price and reviews

variations.

• Measure the precise source of ethnic discrimination

on this specific market.

Fixed Effects Estimation

• The table above shows that interaction term between the

number of reviews and the minority dummy is positive : it

means that more information on the listing (through reviews)

decreases the ethnic price gap. These results show evidence

of statistical discrimination against minority hosts.

Conceptual Framework

• The best possible prediction of the log-price based on what is

observed by the econometrician is:

𝑃 = 𝑝0 + 𝜆𝛽𝑥 + 𝜆𝛽
𝐾 ҧ𝑟

𝐾+𝜌
− 𝜆𝛽

𝜌𝛿𝑣𝑚

𝐾+𝜌
− 𝜆(𝛾 + 𝛽𝛿𝜁 + 𝛽𝛿𝑢+α𝛿𝑤)𝑚

Variables such as price p, number of reviews K, ethnic group

m, characteristics x and a proxy for ҧ𝑟 are available.

• The comparison within-listing will help identify the parameter

related to statistical discrimination 𝛿𝑣 but the parameters related

to taste-based discrimination 𝛾 to the difference in 𝜁𝛿𝜁 and to

difference in outside options 𝛿𝑤cannot be distinguished from each

other.


